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a b s t r a c t

Severe well interference through complex fracture networks (CFNs) can be observed among multi-well
pads in low permeability reservoirs. The well interference analysis between multi-fractured horizontal
wells (MFHWs) is vitally important for reservoir effective development. Well interference has been
historically investigated by pressure transient analysis, while it has shown that rate transient analysis has
great potential in well interference diagnosis. However, the impact of complex fracture networks (CFNs)
on rate transient behavior of parent well and child well in unconventional reservoirs is still not clear. To
further investigate, this paper develops an integrated approach combining pressure and rate transient
analysis for well interference diagnosis considering CFNs.

To perform multi-well simulation considering CFNs, non-intrusive embedded discrete fracture model
approach was applied for coupling fracture with reservoir models. The impact of CFN including natural
fractures and frac-hits on pressure and rate transient behavior in multi-well systemwas investigated. On
a logelog plot, interference flow and compound linear flow are two new flow regimes caused by nearby
producers. When both NFs and frac-hits are present in the reservoir, frac-hits have a greater impact on
well #1 which contains frac-hits, and NFs have greater impact on well #3 which does not have frac-hits.
For all well producing circumstances, it might be challenging to see divergence during pseudosteady
state flow brought on by frac-hits on the logelog plot. Besides, when NFs occur, reservoir depletion
becomes noticeable in comparison to frac-hits in pressure distribution.

Application of this integrated approach demonstrates that it works well to characterize the well
interference among different multi-fractured horizontal wells in a well pad. Better reservoir evaluation
can be acquired based on the new features observed in the novel model, demonstrating the practicability
of the proposed approach. The findings of this study can help for better evaluating well interference
degree in multi-well systems combing PTA and RTA, which can reduce the uncertainty and improve the
accuracy of the well interference analysis based on both field pressure and rate data.
© 2022 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
1. Introduction

Multi-fractured horizontal wells (MFHWs) have become a
popular method for the exploitation and development of uncon-
ventional reservoirs. Pressure transient analysis (PTA) and rate
transient analysis (RTA) have gained tremendous attention since
they can help engineers understand the reservoir and fracture
y Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Co
properties (Al-Kabbawi, 2022). Due to the small well spacing and
complex fracture networks (CFN) in unconventional reservoir, well
interference becomes a severe challenge in PTA and RTA.

In some situation, frac-hits that parent well is affected by the
pumping of fracturing treatment of child wells could have strong
influence on pressure and rate transient behavior during shale
reservoir development (Guindon, 2015; Jacobs, 2017; Sardinha
et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2019). The performance of two MFHWs
completed in Wolfcamp was studied combing a static discrete
fracture network (DFN) and a dynamic reservoir simulation model,
which provided a better description of different types of fractures
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of this study.
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including induced, inflated and natural fractures (Ajayi et al., 2016;
Mohammed et al., 2020). Through field-scale cases of multi-well
shale reservoirs, it has been demonstrated that embedded
discrete fracture model (EDFM) is a practical technique with high
efficiency and flexibility for studying CFN (Fiallos et al., 2019; Qin
et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2018). Furthermore, this technology was
further applied to perform shale gas production, inwhich hydraulic
fractures (HFs) and non-uniform distributed natural fractures (NFs)
have been considered in the CFN model (Yu et al., 2018, 2019). In
detail, the influence of fracture parameters (e.g. HF conductivity
and intensity of NFs) and reservoir properties were discussed. Be-
sides, Tang et al. (2019) investigated the effect of an infill well on a
parent well using a newly developed compositional reservoir
model, in which fractures introduced by infill wells are simulated
based on EDFM method.

Interference test was introduced into petroleum engineering for
estimating inter-well connectivity by (Elkins, 1953). To improve the
accuracy of pore volume reserve and reservoir parameters evalu-
ation, Driscoll (1963) proposed a well interference method suitable
for both large and small reservoirs. Malekzadeh and Tiab (1991),
Malekzadeh (1992) worked on the solution for horizontal well
interference welltest in anisotropic medium for the first time. From
1990s, numerous interference PTA models and loglog curves have
been reported for horizontal wells in different conditions (Al-
Khamis et al., 2001; Houali and Tiab, 2005; Issaka and Ambastha,
1997; Zhuang, 2012). To better understand the well performance
of multiwell-pad-production scheme, researchers developed
models for flow regime analysis (He et al., 2020; Qin et al., 2019;
Xiao et al., 2018). Nowadays, fracture connection between adjacent
wells are commonly seen in the development of unconventional
reservoirs. The interference effect caused by fracture-hit connec-
tion on pressure transient response is analyzed on the basis of DFN
(Wang et al., 2018). For interference test of wells connected by a
large fracture, an one-dimensional analytical solution is derived
and it shows that the crossflow from the matrix to the fracture
cannot be neglected (Gao et al., 2019). Chen et al. (2020) proposed a
semi-analytical model analyzing the bottom-hole pressure (BHP) of
a child well considering CFN. In his work, CFN includes orthogonal
fractures of parent well and child well, also parallel fractures of
child well. Some of them are connected through hitting fractures.
To detect the interaction between HF and NF, Xiao et al. (2017)
developed a semianalytical model and results show that it de-
pends on whether the “dip” shape exists on type curves. The
pressure and rate interference response between wells in different
layers in Jiaoshiba shale gas reservoir are analyzed by Gao et al.
(2020). The HF are surrounded by a dual medium SRV region,
represented for fracture networks. Some researchers have also
devoted to RTA in multi-well system. Nobakht and Clarkson (2012)
explained that the RTA for a group ofMFHW is useful for diagnosing
the communication between different wells, and engineer could
optimize frac job and well spacing based on these results. Subse-
quently, Lawal et al. (2013) developed an RTA model in shale gas
reservoir considering frac-hits and applied it to two plays, Hay-
nesville Shale and Marcellus Shale. Yadav and Motealleh (2017)
developed RTA model for studying frac-hits and refracs and
applied it to Eagle Ford shale.

Traditional well interference analysis requires the wells to be
shut in for obtaining pressure build-up data, and frac-hits and
discrete NF in multi-well pads are hardly considered in most pre-
vious studies. There is still lack of integrated model combing PTA
and RTA model considering frac-hits and discrete NF in multi-well
pads. The aim of this work is to propose an integrated approach for
evaluating well interference in a multi-well system combing PTA
and RTA. In this work, well interference could be diagnosed during
producing, which means there is no need for wells to shut in and
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well production will not be affected during the interference anal-
ysis. Besides, since the wells keep open, pressure and rate data
could be recorded and analyzed together, which could effectively
reduce the interpretation uncertainty and non-unicity. Further-
more, the CFN including frac-hits and discrete NF in multi-well
pads are taken into consideration during the model establishment.

In this paper, first, non-intrusive embedded discrete fracture
model approach was applied for coupling fracture with reservoir
models. Then it was investigated that impact of CFN including
natural fractures and frac-hits on pressure and rate transient
behavior in multi-well system, and analyzed the different flow
regimes when parent well produces and all wells produce. Finally,
the well-to-well interference was studied and diagnosed. Case
study indicates reliable reservoir evaluation results can be acquired
based on the new features observed in the novel model, demon-
strating the practicability of the proposed approach. The flowchart
of this study is shown in Fig. 1.
2. EDFM technology

The non-intrusive EDFM technology has been applied to various
studies in recent years since it is flexible and reliable in simulating
reservoirs with CFN (Fiallos et al., 2019; He et al., 2022; Miao et al.,
2018; Tripoppoom et al., 2019; Xu and Sepehrnoori, 2019; Xu et al.,
2018; Yu et al., 2019, 2018). HFs and NFs in physical domain can be
discretized into small segments, and virtual girds will be generated
in computational domain accordingly by using EDFM. The general
sketch of the issue under study is shown in Fig. 2.

Non-neighboring connection (NNC) will be utilized instead of
the automatically generated connections by the simulator. NNC can
be categorized into several types, including connections between
different fracture segments within one fracture or from intersecting
fractures, and connections between fracture and matrix. The
transmissibility factors are as follows (Xu, 2015; Xu et al., 2017)

Tfracture�matrix ¼ 2Af ðK$nÞ$nð
xndV
V

(1)

Tindividual fracture ¼
kfAc
dSeg1

$kfAc
dSeg2

kfAc
dSeg1

þ kfAc
dSeg2

(2)



Fig. 2. General sketch of the issue under study (Modified from Xu et al., 2017).

Table 1
Model classification.

Multi-well system type HFs Frac-hits NFs Frac-hits þ NFs

Multi-well system when PWP Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Multi-well system when AWP Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8
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Tintersecting fracture ¼
kf1wf1Lint

df1
$kf2wf2Lint

df2

kf1wf1Lint
df1

þ kf2wf2Lint
df2

(3)

where Af is the fracture segment area; Ac is the common face of two
fracture segments; K is the matrix permeability; kf is the fracture
permeability; V is thematrix cell volume; xn represents the distance
between fracture plane and volume element; dSegi is the distance
between the segment i and the joint face from the individual
fracture; dfi is the distance between subsegment i to the fracture
intersecting line.

Comparing with discrete fracture model and local grid refine-
ment method, EDFM could provide reliable results with less
computational time since EDFM applies orthogonal structured
grids and does not need to use very small grids. This is beneficial for
reservoir simulation with CFN especially with large number of NFs.

3. Model comparison

Eight cases are provided in this section for sensitivity analysis.
Our interest here is to understand the influence of well interfer-
ence, frac-hits and NF on rate and pressure transient behavior. One
thing should be noticed that to emphasis the interference caused by
child wells in multi-well pad, the reservoir configuration is set to be
10000 ft � 10000 ft. In this situation, boundary-dominated flow
regime is hard to reach due to the low matrix permeability.
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Otherwise, well interference might be covered by boundary effect
which is disadvantageous to evaluate well performance. All cases
serve as multi-well system each comprising three parallel hori-
zontal wells with various fracture properties. Case 1 through Case 4
demonstrate the situations when only one parent well produces
(PWP). In contrast, all wells produce (AWP) at the same time in Case
5 through Case 8. Classification and input parameters of these cases
are given in Tables 1 and 2. Simulations were carried out with CMG
IMEX. MFHW flows at constant BHP of 600 psi during a period of
5000 days.

� Case 1 & Case 5: Three wells are in the reservoir, shown in
Fig. 3a. Each of them has eleven traditional transverse HF. There
are no frac-hits or NF in the whole reservoir, which is set to be
the baseline case.

� Case 2& Case 6: Case 2 and Case 6 address the effect of frac-hits,
in which well #1 and #2 are interconnected through five frac-
hits without NF, while well #2 and #3 are unconnected for
comparison (see Fig. 3b).



Table 2
Basic input parameters.

Parameter Value

Reservoir permeability, mD 0.0005
Reservoir porosity, % 10
Reservoir thickness, ft 100
Total compressibility, psi�1 1 � 10�6

Initial reservoir pressure, psi 4000
Bottom-hole pressure, psi 600
Wellbore radius, ft 0.25
Fracture stage 11

Table 3
NF parameters.

NF Parameter Value

Total number 1500
Fracture orientation (angle range), degree 70e90; 160e180
Fracture half-length, ft 100e350
Fracture permeability, mD 1.0
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� Case 3 & Case 7: Case 3 and Case 7 address the effect of NF. As
shown in Fig. 3c, two sets of NFs with different dominant ori-
entations are generated based on Case 3. Input data of NF
properties in Case 3 are given in Table 3.

� Case 4 & Case 8: To analyze the synthetic effect, Case 4 and Case
8 combine frac-hits and NFs together (see Fig. 3d). Other
reservoir and fracture parameters keep the same values as those
in the baseline case.
4. Results and discussion

The production rate and cumulative production of the parent
well (Well #2) in all cases over 5000 d are shown in Fig. 4. During
Fig. 3. Multi-well systems with frac-hits and NFs. (a) Case 1 & Case 5
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early time, cases with NFs (Cases 3, 4, 7, and 8) have a higher
production rate than other cases (see Fig. 5). In detail, the case with
frac-hits when PWP attain the highest production rate. The fracture
network consists of large number of NFs and frac-hits connecting
adjacent wells provide larger contact area with matrix, which
effectively increases the well productivity. Besides, Fig. 4 illustrates
that the case without frac-hits (Case 3) declines slower than that
with frac-hits (Case 4) and becomes the largest one during late
time. When AWP, although the rate of the parent well declines
faster comparing with cases when PWP, the cumulative production
of all wells in these cases seems higher, shown in Fig. 6.

4.1. Multi-well system when PWP

Pressure distribution in the reservoir for Cases 1 through 4 after
300 and 3000 d of production is shown in Fig. 7. As expected, well
interference is absent in Case 1 due to the lowmatrix permeability,
; (b) Case 2 & Case 6; (c) Case 3 & Case 7; (d) Case 4 & Case 8.



Fig. 4. Decline curve analysis (DCA) plot of well #2 during the whole producing time.

Fig. 5. DCA plot of well #2 during early time.

Fig. 6. Cumulative production plot of all cases.
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shown in Fig. 7a and b. Then, through the intersection between
more than one HF belonging to well #1 and #2, frac-hits exist in
Case 2. In this way, fluid flows from a child well to the parent well
through the connected HF (Fig. 7c, d). Fig. 7e, f displays the pressure
distribution of Case 3. Although the reservoir depletion around
child wells still does not occur since the NF conductivity is quite
small, drainage area around the parent well somehow becomes
larger comparing to Cases 1 and 2. Also, the existence of NFs pro-
vides flow paths for fluids deep into the reservoir. Finally, when
frac-hits (between wells #1 and #2) and NFs co-exist in the reser-
voir, the depletion area encompasses both the parent well and the
child well (well #1) which gives the largest drainage area, shown in
Fig. 7g, h. However, a limitation should be brought up that frac-hits
might not be beneficial to all child wells in multi-well pad. In Cases
2 and 4, even after 3000-day production, reservoir depletion
aroundwell #3 remains indistinct comparingwith that aroundwell
#2 since frac-hits improve the connectivity between well #1 and
#2 while restrain the communication between #2 and #3. Even
large number of NFs does not alleviate this bias. This phenomenon
341
can be observed on BHP curves and could be useful for well inter-
ference diagnosis.

Fig. 8 provides the total cumulative production of Cases 1
through 4. Comparing to the baseline case, an obvious increase in
cumulative production can be observed when NFs and frac-hits
exist. Moreover, in this synthetic multi-well pad, NFs show more
significant influence than frac-hits. In detail, Fig. 9 displays BHP of
well #1 (with frac-hits) and well #3 (without frac-hits), respec-
tively. From this plot, it can be observed that when frac-hits be-
tween well #1 and #2 exist (Cases 2 and 4), BHP of well #1 drops
nearly 1000 psi comparing with well #3, which is much closer to
the BHP of well #2. Frac-hits have more influence on well #1 and
NFs have stronger effect on well #3, respectively.

The log-log diagnostic plot displayed by rate normalized pres-
sure integral (RNPI) and its derivative (RNPID) versus equivalent
time is developed to identify flow regimes.When reference phase is
oil or water, they are defined as

te ¼ 1
2
QðtÞ
qðtÞ (4)

pdi ¼
1
te

ðte
0

ðpi � pðtÞ Þ
qðtÞ dt (5)

pdid ¼ dpdi
dlnt

(6)

where pdi is the rate normalized pressure integral; pdid is the rate
normalized pressure integral derivative; te is the equivalent time,
which is half of material balance time; Q is the cumulative pro-
duction; q is the production rate; pi is the initial pressure; p is the
flowing BHP; t is the time variable.

The flow regimes of MFHW in multi-well system considering
well interference are summarized in Fig. 10. Five basic flow regimes
can be identified in the baseline case (see Fig. 11), starting from
fracture linear flow which displays a straight line with 0.5 slope. It
is followed by pseudo pseudosteady state flow period. During this
flow regime, the fluids continue to converge to fractures and the
pressure drops linearly in the effective drainage area with virtual
no-flow boundary (Song et al., 2011). When the SRV region



Fig. 7. Pressure distribution of Cases 1 (a, b), 2 (c, d), 3 (e, f) and 4 (g, h) after 300 (left images) and 3000 (right images) days of production.
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Fig. 8. Cumulative production of wells #1 and #3 of Cases 1 to 4.

Fig. 9. BHP of well #1 and #3 of Cases 1 to 4.

Fig. 11. The logelog plot of MFHW in multi-well system considering reservoir
complexity and well interference when PWP.
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gradually depletes and the fluids from the interwell region starts to
flow towards the parent well, compound linear flow would occur
on type curves. As the pressure further spreads, although child
wells are shut-in in this section, it would still influence transient
behavior of the parent well since it can provide high permeability
flowing channel. Once these HFs of child wells are sensed, the
parent well would reach well interference flow regime with the
slope between 0 and 1. Later, fluids inside the SRV region of all wells
Fig. 10. Flow regime in multi-well syst
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would deplete and system linear flow can be observed.
When reservoir complexities (e.g. frac-hits and NF) occur, there

would be some deviations from the classic flow regime behavior
listed above. For example, the duration of pseudo pseudosteady
state flow becomes shorter since frac-hits help connecting well #1
and #2. Instead, fracture interference flow between the fracture
linear flowand the compound linear flow can be observed in Case 2.
Another interesting finding is that NFs seem to have stronger
impact on simulation results than that of frac-hits. The CFN
comprising HFs from three wells and two sets of NFs in this multi-
well pad significantly enlarge the drainage area of the parent well
(Cases 3 and 4). As a result, the transition of well interference flow
between variable linear flows seems to be quite smooth.

Figs. 12 and 13 display the pressure normalized rate (PNR),
pressure normalized rate integral (PNRI) and its derivative (PNRID).
PNR, PNRI and PNRID are given by

qd ¼
qðtÞ

pi � pwf ðtÞ
(7)

qdi ¼
1
te

ðte
0

qðtÞ
pi � pwf ðtÞ

dt (8)
em considering well interference.



Fig. 12. PNR of Cases 1 to 4.

Fig. 13. PNRI and PNRID of Cases 1 to 4.
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qdid ¼ v

vlnte

"
1
te

ðte
0

qðtÞ
pi � pwf ðtÞ

dt

#
(9)

where qd is the pressure normalized rate; qdi is the pressure
normalized rate integral; qdid is the pressure normalized rate in-
tegral derivative; pwf(t) is the BHP at time t.

Due to extremely lowmatrix permeability in this synthetic large
range reservoir, it is hard to reach boundary-dominated flow. As
production begins, we can see similar trends for cases when PWP
until pseudo pseudosteady state flow dominates the response of
Case 1. Then, it can be identified that the Blasingame plots
(Blasingame et al., 1991) of these four cases can be classified into
two categories based on different reservoir complexities (i.e. frac-
hits and NFs). Note that NFs can cause apparent deviations from
the baseline case since early-time production, while frac-hits make
less contribution than that of NFs.
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4.2. Multi-well system when AWP

The basic properties of reservoir and fractures of Cases 5
through 8 are identical to those of Cases 1 through 4, respectively.
The difference between them is that child wells produce in Cases 5
to 8 instead of shut-in in the former cases. Pressure distribution in
the reservoir for Cases 5 through 8 after 300 days of production is
shown in Fig. 14a, c, e, g. For cases when AWP, the impact of frac-
hits becomes hard to recognize no matter NFs exist (Cases 7 and
8) or not (Cases 5 and 6). Both of fracture interference and well
interference caused by frac-hits are difficult to visualize. On the
contrary, reservoir depletion around all three wells seems distinct
when NFs exist. Fig. 14b, d, f, h displays the drainage area of Cases 5
through 8 after 3000 days of production. The drainage area of Cases
7 and 8 (with NFs) seems to be a little bit bigger than that of Cases 5
and 6 (without NFs). This is because NFs only concentrate around
the parent well and child wells in these cases. The reservoir
depletion areawould be larger when the entire reservoir is covered
by NFs.

The logelog plots of MFHW in multi-well systemwhen AWP are
shown in Fig. 15. Flow regimes including fracture linear flow,
pseudo pseudosteady state flow, compound linear flow regime and
interference flow which have been mentioned above can be
observed. Pressure depletes faster in the multi-well system since
AWP at the same time. Therefore, system linear flow is substituted
by pseudosteady state flow regime with unit slope. When AWP,
there might be some slightly deviation during pseudo pseudos-
teady state flow regime due to the existence of frac-hits. However, it
is hard to recognize and could be neglected during type curve
analysis. In contrast, the impact of NFs on interference flow con-
necting different linear flows is obvious comparing with that of
frac-hits. PNR, PNRI and PNRID of cases when AWP are shown in
Fig. 16. For cases when PWP, curves can be classified into two cat-
egories based on different reservoir complexities including frac-
hits and NFs, and the curves start to separate from the beginning
of early time flow regime since pseudo pseudosteady state flow
dominates the response of Case 5. Fig. 17a displays that there seems
to exist minor differences between two different child wells (well
#1 and well #3) on logelog plot since well #1 are connected to the
parent well (well #2) through frac-hits. The deviation caused by
well interference becomes more obvious when NFs exist (see
Fig. 17b, c).

5. Field case study

The field data are from MFHWs of Block #Q in the tight oil
reservoir in China. Application of horizontal well drilling and hy-
draulic fracturing technology enables economic production of Block
#Q, and it was put into exploitation since 2014. Firstly, history
matching is conducted before well interference evaluation. The
total liquid rates of the numerical model are the same as the field
data (Fig. 18a), the matching result of oil rates of Well A is shown in
Fig. 18b. Pressure distribution of multi-well pad in May 2018 is
shown in Fig. 19.

After history matching, the RTA and PTA plots are developed to
analyze the of transient rate/pressure behavior. A newly drilled
MFHW (Well B) has been opened for production since Jan 31st,
2018, which is about 700 ft away from Well A. Based on the BHP
data of Well A, PTA plot is obtained, as shown in Fig. 20. It is
observed that the pressure and pressure derivative quickly
decrease after linear flow regime due to the well interference from
the Well B. To further compare the impact of well interference on
pressure and pressure derivative curves, a new case is established,
and Well B is shut in. It is obvious that the well interference is
missing in the PTA plot and long linear flow can be observed for the



Fig. 14. Pressure distribution of Cases 5 (a, b), 6 (c, d), 7 (e, f), and 8 (g, h) after 300 (left images) and 3000 (right images) days of production.
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Fig. 15. The logelog plot of multi-well system considering reservoir complexity and
well interference when AWP.

Fig. 16. Blasingame plot of multi-well system considering reservoir complexity and
well interference when AWP.
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new case ignoring well interference, shown in Fig. 21.
For the case with two MFHWs, the linear flow behavior is

affected due to the interference from adjacent Well B on the
logelog plot (Fig. 22). Both the RNPI and RNPID increase signifi-
cantly after fracture linear flow regime. In contrast, the curves
would decrease quickly due to this interference during late time on
Blasingame plot, as shown in Fig. 23.

In unconventional oil and gas reservoirs, multi-well pads have
become an economic and environmental way to develop hydro-
carbon fluids. Multiple MFHWs are densely distributed in a well
pad, and interference among wells could have strong influence on
pressure and rate transient behavior so that it cannot be ignored for
PTA and RTA analysis. Furthermore, the combination of PTA and
RTA can provide a more reliable evaluation.
Fig. 17. The logelog plot of wells #1, #2 and #3 of Case 6 (a) Case 7 (b) and Case 8 (c).

6. Summary and conclusions

A flexible numerical integrated approach for fracture
346



Fig. 18. History matching results of Well A. (a) Liquid rate; (b) Oil rate.

Fig. 19. Pressure distribution of multi-well pad in May 2018.

Fig. 20. PTA plot of Well A considering well interference.

Fig. 21. PTA plot of Well A ignoring well interference.

Fig. 22. The logelog plot of Well A.
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interference and well interference diagnosis combining PTA and
RTA has been established in this paper. Then, CFN can be easily and
efficiently handled through EDFM technology. The following con-
clusions could be drawn:

(1) Interference from surrounding producers results in the
appearance of new flow regimes including compound linear
flow and interference flow on logelog plot. Five basic flow
regimes including linear flow, pseudosteady state flow,
compound linear flow, interference flow, and system linear
flow can be observed on type curves of an MFHW in multi-
347
well system. NFs and frac-hits would have different effect
on type curves.



Fig. 23. Blasingame plot of Well A.
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(2) Distinctive increase in cumulative production could be ob-
tained in cases with NFs and frac-hits. In general, NFs seem to
showmore evident influence compared with frac-hits. When
NFs and frac-hits exist in the reservoir together, frac-hits
have more influence on well #1 (with frac-hits) and NFs
have stronger effect on well #3 (without frac-hits),
respectively.

(3) On the logelog plot, slight deviation during pseudosteady
state flow caused by frac-hits is hard to identify for cases
when AWP. In contrast, the influence of NFs on interference
flow is more distinct.

(4) Boundary-dominated flow is hard to reach since the
permeability of unconventional reservoir is quite low. Bla-
singame plots can be divided into two types according to
different CFN patterns.

(5) It shows that the impact of frac-hits on fracture interference
and well interference is hard to visualize in pressure distri-
bution. Compared with frac-hits, reservoir depletion seems
obvious when NFs exist.

The proposed approach can achieve better reservoir evaluation
based on the new features observed in the novel model. The
combination of PTA and RTA can help reduce the uncertainty and
improve the accuracy of well interference interpretation using both
the field pressure and rate data.
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